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Nola

River route through Morgan City



PROLOGUE  
 Nola, a riverside remnant of old New Orleans, sits 

perilously astride a narrow isthmus, atop silted high ground 
that flanks the Mississippi’s meander. For now, the Old 
River Control Structure regulates the Atchafalaya 
distributary. It keeps the wayward river in its current 
channel, to frustrate any return to an earlier route through 
Morgan City. That departure would leave Nola bereft, of 
life, of sustenance. 

Living struggle between river and sea: the one forms her 
body; the other rises to reclaim her progeny just aborning. 
As Old Man River builds, the sea more relentlessly tears 
away. It works its chaos of storm and surge to pull down 
our gates into some final flood. 
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At no point is any part of Nola more than fifteen feet 
above sea level. Most lies below, to taunt the tides from 
behind shielding levees. But those levees also keep annual 
spring floods from renewing delta on which the city arose. 
For some time now, languidly, Nola has settled slowly into 
the sea. 

1 

Spring floods
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The “Untied” States of America originated in a prank. 

Several Ivy League college 
students once salted away 
faked credentials in their 
university’s records. Later, 
citing those spurious files, 
they proceeded to enroll, 
educate and graduate as 
valedictorian a fictitious 
young scholar. 

For four years each 
member of this shifting 

alliance of tricksters, in turn, took classes within their 
individual specialties. They passed exams and otherwise 
shilled to foster an exemplary, if entirely fabulous, 
academic career. 

At commencement the 
conspirators uproariously 
exulted in their Dean’s 
unrequited call for 
celebration of fictitious honor. 
But afterward, their prank 
fully consummated, they 
began to ponder diverse 
practical, perhaps even 
profitable, applications of 
such subterfuge. 

 As they settled into respective careers of endeavor they 
recruited and planted pseudo-experts equipped with 

Devilgeeks in school

Pranked Dean
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undeserved and often sketchy credentials. Their shills were 
placed in various important offices and agencies of 
government and industry, along with their regulators and 
institutions of learning or other seedbeds of public 
persuasion. 

From those illicit plantings eventually there sprouted a 
vigorous garden of privileged information and secret back-
channel. Untrammeled private influence and strings to 
power thereafter sustained their prodigious ambitions. 

Early on, they christened themselves devilgeeks. 
Through subsequent decades they maintained their cabal 
across separate but congenially complementary careers. 

An ongoing Cold War between rival ideologies of 
industrialized material bounty — one asserting that 
everything belongs to everyone; the other, that everything 
must belong to someone — provided ideal cover as they 
infiltrated and subverted interacting offices of government 
and business. A couple of the original devilgeeks even 
ascended to high station within CIA and NSA bastions of 
skullduggery, while others found more mundane roles as 
lobbyists or as executives in major international 
corporations. All stayed in touch. But most covertly, of 
course. 

In concert, and through carefully managed affiliations, 
they mentored or debauched careers of politicians and 
functionaries. Their efforts devilgeeked think tanks, 
political action committees and assorted public affairs 
study groups. Devious handiwork fomented a self-
perpetuating culture of patronage that ever-renewed itself 
through successive election cycles. 
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Exchanges of cash seeded favors and rule changes that 
dissolved and displaced traditional bonds that once directly 
had linked voting citizens to the tenures of their 
representatives. Elective office became seen as merely the 
quickest route into exclusive ranks of players where 
influence brokers and favored beneficiaries skewed and 
skewered national agendas. 

Thus was an entire architecture of national governance 
hijacked into tawdry media spectacle and cheap, 
opportunistic titillation. An apathetic and distracted 
citizenry failed to protest as once-envied constitutional 
legacies were ground down into comic fodder. Columbia 
wept. 

As their delegated lobbying coalesced behind scenes 
into formal agreements among paying players, various 
media channels promoted mechanisms of democracy into 
biannual and quadrennial spectacles of political contest. 

Pundits rode these cycles to build wonkier lifestyles that 
endlessly — and very publicly — speculated upon and 
argued merits of various contenders for national office. But 
elected officials increasingly became mere figureheads of 
pretense and pale beacons of never-fulfilled hopes. 

Every election cycle flatulated winds of promised 
change, but delivered only more of the same odiously 
privileged machination. A few faintly dissenting voices 
complained that such charades changed nothing: actual 
rulers remained behind facades of trade groups and think 
tanks formalized into an International Commerce Council. 
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This deliberative body of Consuls represented 
conglomerate commercial and financial interests 
throughout the world. Consuls were empowered to set 
standards and to regulate deals cut among cartels and 
syndicates. They monitored blockchains and other modes 
of distributed ledger transaction that organized planetary 
commerce into interacting regions of trade. Consuls often 
sent agents called sentinels to investigate suspicious activity, 
or to mediate and smooth outbursts of acrimony, wherever 
such anomalies might erupt. 

Meanwhile, the original coterie of devilgeeks, their 
families, associates and assorted cohorts, grew fatter and 
wealthier. Attuned to a new ethic, an entire culture spread 
across multiple continents, to indulge heady habits of 
deficit splurge. A mythologized exceptionalism, rooted in 
former Euromerican freebootery, absolved into favored 

normalcy the twins of 
devilgeek ambitions: 
material greed and lust 
for dominance. 

A national Humpty 
Dumpty rested on a 
mounting wall of debt. 
When bond sales to 
foreign powers faltered, 
a series of shuddering, 
intensifying upheavals 
in global markets 
signaled advent of The 
Great Fall. Four The Great Fall
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Horsemen of the Apocalypse raced as furies across the 
continent and out around the globe on steeds named Oil No 
More, Bad Money Starving, Plagued to Death, and Jobless 
Wrath Arising. 

Throughout the world, their customary sources of cheap 
energy tapped out, planetary societies collapsed into 
famine, disease and armed conflict. Populations 
plummeted back down toward sustainable pre-industrial 
levels. 

 On the bright side: 
decades after, survivors 
of the Great Fall became, 
on average, three and 
one-half times wealthier 
by inheriting possessions 
and holdings of billions 
who did not make it. 
Pools of surplus trickled 
together, to spur new 
technologies and ways of 
revitalizing communal 
life. 

During The Great Fall, 
scattered enclaves of super-wealthy lamented many 
unforeseen inconveniences. However, due to enabling and 
supportive networks, chartered organic produce gardens 
and protection by military cordons, offspring of the 
privileged few emerged a generation or so afterward. They 
found themselves even better off than before all the ruckus 
began. 

Lucky genes
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On the American continent, from remnants of 
devilgeeked think tanks that had somehow escaped retro-
age magical thinking there emerged a novel commercial 
proposal. Minions of a tattered and debt-ridden legacy of 
constitutional federal administration were persuaded to 
auction off agencies and institutions of national 
governance, thereby to avoid fulfilling impossible bond 
obligations. 

Under aegis of the International Commerce Council those 
reforms universally were promoted as serving the interests 
of all through two abiding principles: 

Democracy, where feasibly apparent, enhances profit margins, and

The best stewards of commonweal are self-motivated.

  

The Untied States of America
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National government thus was disunited and fully 
privatized. Henceforth, commonweal was served only in 
venues of trade. The Untied States of America had finally 
attained a market triumphal! 

The land area of the nation devolved into fourteen 
regional trade syndicates, called iepelagos (inter-networked 
economic archipelagos). Each was automated by distributed 
ledger tech to serve a nexus of political and commercial 
interests. In a much hyped public relations gambit, the 
name of each policommercial syndicate was established by 
polling an elderly retro t-vu audience: 

HI and AK begat (Bette) Midler;  
WA, OR, CA and NV begat (Bob) Barker;  
UT, CO, AZ and NM begat (Wilford) Brimley;  
ID, MN, WY begat (Dana) Carvey;  
ND, SD, NE, and KS begat (Dick) Cavett ;  
TX, OK, and AR begat (Carol) Burnette ;  
MN, IO, MO, WI and IL begat (Pat) Sajak ;  
LA, MS, and AL begat (Oprah) Winfrey;  
MI, IN, OH begat (Hugh) Downs;  
KY, TN, WV, VA and NC begat (Chuck) Woolery;  
SC, GA and FL begat (Pat) Boone;  
PA, MD, DE and NJ begat (Bill) Cullen;  
NY, CT MA, and RI begat (Regis) Philbin;  
VT, NH and ME begat (Adam) Sandler.  
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ConRelCo, a corporation grown colossal from obscure 
origins as a small electric equipment manufacturer, 
Consolidated Relay Company, added the management 
charter for the Gulf south to its global portfolio of holdings. 

Its revived coastal resorts complemented earlier 
investments into abandoned oil drilling platforms where 
seasteading had extended Caribbean playgrounds into a 
tropical paradise that was devoted to peregrinations of a 
superwealthy global elite. Many of them, not surprisingly, 
bore genes of the original cadre of Ivy League devilgeeks. 

ConRelCo’s deep south acquisitions were reorganized 
with regard for sociocultural affinity into two distinct 

Seastead bliss
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sectors within Winfrey: the largely Protestant-settled and 
mostly agricultural north was dubbed Louimissiala while 
the southernmost coastal region, still redolent in Catholic 
French and Spanish heritages, called itself 
Sianassippibama. 

What remained of storm-battered New Orleans — mostly 
riverside high ground that comprised the French Quarter, 
Bywater and Uptown residences — was gathered into a 
uniquely urban and urbane principality: Nola. Most of the 
surrounding, formerly metropolitan, areas were allowed to 
fall back into their original marshy estate, further isolating 
and alienating the beleaguered former port. Nola became a 
preferred locus of radical sociocultural experimentation for 
exploitation of new technologies of delight. The city that 
care forgot went hi-tech. 

1 

Long before, the entire isthmus on which Nola rests had 
been designated a nationally significant, if still sinking, 
historical area. Now it was rechartered, as commercial 
recreational park and therapeutic research preserve. Nisus 
International, subsidiary of ConRelCo, located offices in the 
Old Mint to administer the city proper as a socially-open 
adult amusement preserve. Both recreational medicine and 
simulations of wanton dalliance spouted tourist revenues. 
Those funds amply supported military and institutional 
exploration of augmented and virtual XR environments. 
They engaged new modes of therapy, as well as exploring 
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new options for elite living combined with enthralling 
venues of simulated experiences. 

Nisus adopted a populist slogan for noble aspirations: 
Nisus is us. The center had been founded as a purely 
medical research facility, dedicated to restoring combat-
damaged military psyches — back when humans still 
prowled such battlefields. When expendable, if yet very 
expensive, robots became tasked for actual physical 
mayhem, Nisus repurposed its therapies and technologies 
toward edgy social recreations and general psychosomatic 
therapeutic arenas. It became a preeminent provider of 
products and services for entertaining modes of living in 
extraordinary and typically very expensive settings.  

Nisus’s holographic induction technique, StimuVision, 
also called simstim, or dreem, was a technology that evoked 
lucidly spontaneous, yet auto-controlled, hallucinations in 
uncannily convincing detail. 

Simstim first 
revolutionized and 
popularized 
pornography. But 
beyond those vistas 
of purely prurient 
gratification, the 
fully-sensate haptic-
XR tech provided 
means for 
anthropologists, 
sociologists and 
psychologists to 

Nisus dreem
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explore novel scenarios wherein humans might engage and 
explore unusually challenging circumstances. The first 
extraterrestrial colonies were planned through such virtual 
emulations. 

As those projects were proved out, so it was speculated, 
eventually simstim-trained colonists could be physically 
transplaneted. They would arrive on-site thoroughly 
hardened for rigors never yet encountered by humans as 
the species fanned outward from its home planet. 

1 

While the United States of America thus became untied, 
their old ways did not entirely disappear. There persisted, 
through bioplasmic miasma of popular t-vu and cinematic 
regurgitation, a ritual husk of biennial political campaign 
and remote-vote. Two-year state, county and metro 
policomm cycles gave pseudo-news media never-ending 
streams of topics to harangue, thereby usefully to divert 
attentions of those incapable of more rewarding pursuits. 
Familiar electoral rituals also kept regional and local events 
moving along nicely in regular cycles of promise and 
displaced opportunity. 

And every four years, a new Fedcomm administration 
would be ordained, mostly to run interference for market 
gyrations. Pundits feverishly batted about hot air balloons. 
Political parties took turns assigning or taking blame, then 
temporarily relinquished control into the other waiting 
hand of the same client patrons — right, left, right, left . . . . 
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Behind the hoopla, in a parallel devilgeek world, 
mercenaries dealt new deals, exploited actual opportunity 
and fed goals and results back to a tripe-dazed public via 
marketing fads and software updates of old situation 
comedies, reality tales and ongoing celebrity scandals.  

Given the symbolic uses of politics, many felt earnestly 
engaged in real-polischtick. It was said that people don’t 
want tangible “things” from government, they want to “feel 
that they are getting things” from government. 

But then jobs actually became scarce. Out of work, 
bored and disillusioned populations of young men 
coagulated into gangs. A new drug, majik, fueled 
spontaneous cycles of predatory spree and revenge-raid 
that often erupted into inter-neighborhood warfare. 

In the early days of Nola’s regional charter, white-
supremacist Teuton Warriors battled their supreme racial 
nemesis, the darker-hued Shaka Natchez. Suddenly, 
ordinary citizens of all persuasions dreaded nightfall. 

Hostilities might have escalated totally out of control had 
there not been a technological breakthrough. The ANX, a 
device more formally dubbed AmygdalNeuraleXtingusher, 
could be implanted into any habitually troublesome brain, 
near its primordial limbic system. 

So placed, the ANX monitored patterns of neural activity 
and was hardwired to punish any hint of anger or looming 
violence by unleashing waves of disgust that quickly 
escalated into hysterical nausea. Even the most unruly 
rogue thus was instantly dissuaded and disabled. 
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Upon implantation, ANX-biotic components became 
irreversibly entangled in crucial pathways of the limbic 
system and brain stem. Non-lethal removal was impossible. 
Its permanence rendered the ANX unsuitable for lesser 
categories of wrongdoing, but it proved to be a cheap and 
thoroughly reliable alternative to sentences of either capital 
punishment or life without parole. 

Capital felons fitted with an ANX were released back 
onto the streets, on their own recognizance, and securely 
tethered to monitor nodes of designated habitation zones. 

Neighborhood warfare
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Only the continuously broadcast digital codes from the 
local node kept the ANX dormant. Wander out of range of 
its signal and the ANX would respond in the same way as to 
flashes of anger or to any thought of violence. It would 
clamp open, to induce in its host overwhelming spasms of 
nausea. 

Its relentless fury quickly taught a recog dutifully to stay 
within range of his node and to just as carefully guard 
against any stray thought of annoyance or wishful mayhem. 
Otherwise, recogs could do whatever they wished. 

Except die — the ANX stymied even a wistful dream of 
suicide. 

Recogs survived without 
formal support or 
supervision. No longer a 
burden to any penal 
budget and incapable of 
inflicting or even 
resisting violence, they 
were physically helpless 
and without recourse or 
protection. Of necessity, 
most gathered into self-
defensive association 
against all manner of 
threat, which ranged 

from drunken bullies who found amusement in provoking a 
recog’s hysterical seizures, to overt sexual predators or 
unscrupulous employers concerned only for extracting 
easy profit. 

Rollo, Penn and Julie
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Widely trumpeted 
throughout the deep 
south as a more 
humane form of 
capital punishment, in 
actuality ANX 
penology opened a 
new supply of cheap 
labor. Overnight it 
destroyed every local 
market for domestic 
and light industrial 
robots. In Winfrey and 
Boone, the only 
regions where ANX 
technology was chartered, nobody did crap work anymore 
— anything could be left to recogs. Neither slave nor serf, 
recogs eked out subsistence in any way they might discover 
that did not explicitly trespass law or established order. 

Recogs could not physically hurt you, but many grew 
very adept at ripping you off or scamming any so-called 
bargain. They were widely despised as unscrupulous and 
exigent vermin. 

Such incidental entrepreneurs were driven by 
uncommon desperation. Of necessity, they quickly learned 
to innovate, whether in light or from shadow. 

Recogs would accommodate whatever availed. They 
picked up trash for the city. They chased tourist tips. They 
served the wealthy and powerful as personal body servants 
called grooms. Or they pandered farther down the social 

Recogs in the Quarter
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scale, availing themselves to sate any appetite. A few 
especially clever souls managed to contrive elegant cons or 
otherwise to exploit any wayward opportunity to scam any 
soul or system. 

The rueful recog mantra was often heard,  

“It ain’t happy, but it’s staying alive.” 

 

( To be continued in ANX: Life of a recog . . . . )
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